Introduction
PUCCH format 3, in the evolution of LTE-Advanced, is used to transmit SR and feedback ACK or NACK of HARQ [3] , hence, it is accurate channel estimation of which that is helpful to improve the performance of system. For uplink control channel in the physical layer, what the core problem is not to boost capacity [4] but to employ multiantenna technology for further optimal performance and extensive coverage. To make the receiver obtain more accurate control information, transmit diversity plays a promising role in the PUCCH. To achieve additional diversity, PUCCH format 3 adopting codediversity utilizes the transmit diversity named SORTD (Spatial Orthogonal Transmit Diversity), implying that signal on the multiple antenna is modulated by code sequence Orthogonal to each other. When PUCCH format 3 adopting SORTD feedbacks HARQ-ACK information, DRMS of the same SC-FDMA symbol on the two transmitting antenna ports uses different orthogonal resources consisting of cyclic shift and orthogonal cover code to transmit the same uplink control information in the same user equipment. In essence, the PUCCH transmissions from the two antennas will be identical to PUCCH transmissions from two different terminals using different resources. Thus, SORTD creates additional diversity but achieves this by using twice as many PUCCH resources, compared to non-SORTD transmission [1] . To receive accurate uplink control signal and achieve diversity gain, it is crucial to adopt effective channel estimation algorithm.
On the sending side, PUCCH employs SORTD to transmit uplink control signal. On the other hand, on the receiving end, the DMRS received is superimposed by DMRS of the same SC-FDMA symbol on the two sending antennas. Based on this characteristic, an original model can be proposed. With the length of 12 of reference signal (RS) accepted, receiver estimates the channel transmission coefficient of DMRS [2] at the same SC-FDMA symbol on the RB which has 12 subcarriers. So it is essential to estimate Channel transmission coefficient on the other 12 resource element (RE).
System Model

The Generation of DMRS
PUCCH transmission from a terminal is always carried out over a single resource block in the frequency domain. In the case of PUCCH transmission, the length of the referencesignal sequence is thus always equal to 12 [1] . UE is based on the parameters configured by reference of network side and broadcast message to determine the parameters of DRMS, including group hopping number u 、 cyclic shift ( .The demodulation reference signal sequence for PUCCH format 3 is defined by [8] : The DMRS location for PUCCH in the LTE-A can be seen from Table 2 , showing that when UE adopts multiple antennas to transmit uplink control signal of PUCCH format 3, the location of reference signals are the same at the antenna port 0 p and 1 p --for normal CP, DRMS locates the first and fifth OFDM symbol in the each slot; while for the extended CP, DRMS locates the third OFDM symbol in the each slot. p . Signal on the receiving antenna is the overlay of signal from two transmission antennas, as follows:
Where 
Or get: 
Channel Estimation Model
Had mentioned above that the signals of two antenna ports are orthorhombic by using different cyclic shift, we have already got the signal model of formula (3) . By exploiting the properties of reference signals (RS), we can propose three channel estimation approaches: The first one is a low complexity channel estimator based on LS and cubic spline interpolation; the second one is the channel estimator based on LS and DCT. The last one is channel estimator based on linear minimal mean square error (MMSE) and DCT. 
The Channel Estimator based on LS and Cubic Spline Interpolation
1) Let
, the equation (5) can be obtained by equation (4): will be obtained.
The equation (5) could be substituted into Equation (6):
 , which can be described as follows:
,the relationship between matrix P and P is depicted in Figure 2 , the sections marked as black are the elements in the matrix P . 6) WhenP namely the estimated value of P is obtained, the some values in the matrix P Will be got. We can get P according to the frequency similarity between adjacent subcarriers. Meanwhile, P will be acquired by cubic spline interpolation algorithm. 7) Finally basing on P F H   , we can get the estimated value Ĥ of matrix H , that is
Hence the acquisition of Ĥ can help us obtain the channel transmission coefficient of SC-FDMA symbol on the transmitting antenna ports 0 p and 1 p of corresponding receivers.
The Channel Estimation Approach based on LS and DCT
Exploiting Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) to substitute the Cubic Spline Interpolation at the first channel estimation method, namely the 6th step on the first method is replaced by the steps as follows, and the rest of steps remain the same.
Performing DCT transform of matrix P in the equation (9), we can get matrixˆd P , that is. (12) is the sum.
Using matrix i W to extract 12 points from the matrixP , the estimated value P of matrix P can be obtained, that is:
:,
At last, the DMSR of SC-FDMA symbol on the two transmitting antenna port 
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The Channel Estimating Approach based on MMSE and DCT
The way to use MMSE instead of LS can estimate matrix P for more accuracy of channel estimation. In other words, the approach basing on MMSE and DCT is that apply the following step (1) to replace the step (5) in the second approach and the rest unchanged.
Using MMSE algorithm in the equation (8) . Therefore, the estimated value of matrix P can be expressed as:
Simulations and Analyses
Simulation Environment
In accordance with the principle of channel estimation algorithm above, this paper not only uses MATLAB to simulate and verify but also compares the BER of HARQ-ACK when PUCCH uses single antenna and SORTD to send signals. In the process of simulation, the antennas are configured to receive 2 2
T R  and the channel model is the overlay of ETU (Extended Typical Urban) model [1] and AWGN. Since the effect of the Channel estimation algorithm on system performance changes over SNR, MATLAB simulation must do 1000 times each SNR which equals to send 1000 uplink sub-frames and transmit 22 bits HARQ-ACK every time, which benefits to reduce the randomness. In order to examine the performance of three channel estimation approaches under the different mo vement speed namely 3Km/h and 350Km/h. The detail parameters are given by "Table 3". Figure 3 and figure 4 denote the BER of the HARQ-ACK information when PUCCH format 3 uses SORTD and single antenna to transmit HARQ-ACK and the channel estimation applies these three channel estimation approaches proposed in the paper when PUCCH format 3 uses SORTD to transmit HARQ-ACK. As can be seen from Figure 3 and Figure 4 , Firstly, BER of HARQ-ACK information decreases with the increase of SNR-that is the larger SNR is, the better performance of this channel estimation approach; Secondly, on the condition of a certain SNR if using three kinds of approaches to estimate channel, PUCCH format 3 estimates smaller BER of HARQ-ACK information by SORTD than by single antenna, and the BER obtained by estimation approach based on MMSE and DCT is the smallest, the approach based on LS and DCT takes the second place, the last one is approach based on LS and SPLINE interpolation; What is more, when SNR is bigger than 5dB, these three channel estimations approaches all can obtain approximately zero BER, that is HARQ-ACK information almost can be correctly received by base station. Finally, when SNR is 1dB, according to these approaches the BER of HAQ-ACK information all can remain 0.1 no matter in the high or low speed mobile situation.
The Analysis of Simulation Result
In short, Compared Figure 3 with Figure 4 , we find that in the case of the same SNR the BER obtained in the high speed mobile situation is higher than in low speed mobile situation but the difference is less than 0.1 dB. This shows that these approaches all can acquire a better the performance of channel estimations matter in the high or low speed mobile situation. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively express on the condition that the mobile speed are 3 km/h and 350 km/h, PUCCH format 3 utilizing the way to SORTD and single antenna to transmit HARQ-ACK information in varying length satisfies minimum requirement of SNR when receiver obtains less than 0.1dB of BER. Channel estimation based on SORTD employs three approaches mentioned in the paper to make an overall comparison with single antenna transmission. There are several information we can see from Figure 5 and Figure 6 : Firstly, for purpose of less than 0.1 BER of HARQ-ACK information, the minimum value of SNR increase with the increase of the number of HARQ-ACK bits, that is to obtain the same BER, SNR required increases with the loads of HARQ-ACK. Secondly, when the length of HARQ-ACK information is a certain value, in order to obtain the same performance the SNR required of HARQ-ACK by single antenna is obviously bigger than by SORTD. Among the three estimations, the SNR required is lowest by the estimation based on MMSE and DCT, and estimation based on LS and DCT takes the second place, while the highest demand on the SNR is the estimations based on LS and Cubic spline interpolation.
Shortly, in the case of the same length of HARQ-ACK, in order to obtain the same BER, the SNR required in the high speed mobile environment is bigger than in the low speed mobile situation, but the difference is not more than 2 dB. This shows that these approaches all can acquire a better the performance of channel estimation no matter in the high or low speed mobile situation.
Conclusion
This paper takes theoretical analysis as the starting point, based on the characteristics that PUCCH channel uses SORTD to transmit HARQ-ACK in the LTE-A system and the two transmitting antennas exploit different RS to make the signal on the two antennas orthorhombic, a new signal model is proposed. Based on this model we again put three channel estimation approaches, namely the estimation based on LS and cubic spline interpolation, the estimation based n LS and DCT and the last one based on the MMSE and DCT. These algorithms are simulated in the speed of 3 km/h and 350 km/h, the result indicates that these three estimations are all suitable for employing SORTD to transmit uplink control signal on the PUCCH in the LTE-A system.
